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Volume-Seven of Clare Pennes massively
popular saga continues the adventures of
her hero-cum-heroine with the wealthy and
loving, if dominant and sexually perverse,
Vermont family to whom he/she has
submitted in a form of 21st century
indenture.Back from the rigorous sexual
and domestic training of the Doha harem
intended to make him/her a model
domestic and sexual servant to the
gorgeous and demanding Saffi, Clare finds
the attentions of the Murchison brood no
less thrilling, exacting and exciting.
Excitement at returning to the fold of
his/her
extended
American
family
undiminished by interaction with Fallons
own lesser half: the stunning and equally
submissive Chrissie.But life with Saffi,
Clare knows from experience, is never
likely to remain the same for great
stretches of time and its not long before his
loving and dominant partner is setting her
sights on yet another sexual adventure.A
sexual adventure that will involve the
enslavement of a masculine man and his
wife.An enslavement that, unlike the
servitude of Clare, will be in no way
willing.
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